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babbitts b83, B90, and hlgh-tin bronzes. Br OTsS 6-6-3, Br 0F10-1, Br OFlO-0,5, 

since they possess high physical, technical, and antifriction properties. 

At present In certain enterprises on extraction of oil in Azerbaidzhán 

Sovnarkhoz, alcuslp found application as a substitute for hlgh-tln babbitts and 

bronzes In the following machines and mechanisms: in allpumping installations, 

In 75 ton swivels, in mud and depth pumps, compressors, and others, (Office of 

drilling of Ordzhonikidze oil, Azizbekov oil and others), on repair excavators 

(Qusi Gadzhiyev mechanical plant) drilling pumps of U8-3 type during manufacture 

of sealing rings of fire pumps PN-25 and PN-20 (Azerbaidzhán Soviet Socialist 

Republic. Control of fire protection); pistons of brakes of working cylinders 

(Bakinskiy taxi park No. 2), and others. 

The present second publication of pamphlet is augmented by illumination of 

such questions as technical conditions on production, acceptance, tests, and on 

conditions of usage of bearings from alcuslp; operation of various machines and 

mechanisms for which inserts are made from new alloys; preparation of charge of 

alcuslp, depending upon technical conditions; centrifugal lining of bushings 

from alcuslp. 

Author is aware of the fact that properties of new antifriction alloys are 

insufficiently studied by him, and that their subsequent application in industry, 

on transport, and in other branches of technology requires carrying out a large 

quantity of experiments and tests. In this matter there is still a number of 

unclarified and debatable positions; nonetheless the author hopes that issue of 

this pamphlet will permit attracting attention of specialists, occupied with 

restions of development of alloys, and make it possible to direct their 

scientific activity to still greater and deeper study of nature of alloys, which 

will make it possible in the near future to ensure their wide practical appli 

cation in technology. 

At present the widest introduction of alcuslp is carried out in enterprises 

of Petroleum Production Administration of Azerbaidzhán Sovnarkhoz. 

There are also examples of application of alcuslp in other enterprises of 

our country. 

—... 



For manufacture of parts working in conditions of sliding friction (bearings, 

inserts, guide bushings, and others), different antifriction materials are applied 

Contemporary antifriction metallic alloys contain tin, copper, lead, sine, 

cadmium, iron, aluminum, antimony, and others as main components. 

Besides, cermet materials and also alloys manufactured by special methods 

received propagation. Antifriction alloys should satisfy the following require 

ments: 

1) possess sufficient hardness and plasticity; 

2) be distinguished by high stability against abraslonj 

3) have good lubrlcatabillty by oil and high adsorbability. permitting 

rapidly restoring break of oil film between working surface of neck of shaft and 

internal surface of bearing liner; 

4) have fine-grained structure; 

5) possess high thermal conduction and optimum machlnabllity; 

6) have us small a coefficient of friction as possible and sufficiently high 

mechanical properties in range of operating temperatures; 

7) be eaBlly fltted tc> metal, paired with which antifriction alloy operates; 

8) resist score. 

Besides, antifriction alloys should be prepared from non-scarce materials. 

Ability of bearing material to rapidly restore break of oil film on 

rubbing surfaces is explained by separation of lubricant from pores of such 

material during its local heating. Cast antifriction alloys, for Instance lead 

bronze, even without any special metallurgical action, possess mlcroporoslty. 

FTD-MT-65-396 



Formation of micropores in these alloys Is explained by nature of alloys 

themselves, by character of distribution of shrinkage porosity, by various coef¬ 

ficients of thermal expansion of structural components, and many other factors. 

Porosity of binary lead bronze, including JO* lead, composes g-7# of volume 

Of casting. 

Observations showed that thanks to porosity, lead bronze absorbs much oil, 

which will form as if an "emergency reserve" of bearing for lubricant of surface 

of friction at the moment of local overheating. This same reserve feeds rubbing 

surface In Initial period of movement of machine, 

With assigned porosity it is possible to manufacture sliding bearings from 

metallic powders by means of pressing and sintering. The greatest propagation was 

obtained by self-lubricating bronze bearings from sintered copper and tin powders. 

As a result of sintering process there is obtained compact extraordinarily 

porous material, able to hold lubricant in its pores. Such bearings, in spite 

of sharp deficiency of tin, in certain cases turned out to be profitable and their 

area of application during the last few years was very expanded. 

While In standard bearings there is observed considerable leakage of oil and 

at high speeds an additional supply of lubricant is required, this does not occur 

in bronze porous bearings. This is explained by the fact that small increase of 

temperature of such bearings automatically causes additional separation of oil from 

pores on rubbing surface. During cooling, excess oil is absorbed by bearing. 

Thanks to porosity of antifriction material, bearings made from it work more 

reliably, collapse less often, wear of insert and shaft is decreased, expenditure of 

oil is reduced, construction is simplified, and thereby operation of frictional 

units Is facilitated. Along with production of porous bearings, in recent years 

porous chrome plating received wide application. It is applied during application 

of chrome coatings on surfaces of sleeves, piston rings of internal-combustion 

engines, sliding bearings, and many other articles. 

With porous chromium-plating, in coating there are formed channels and pores, 

serving as reservoirs for oil expended while lubricating rubbing surfaces. 

Wide propagation of porous cermet bearings is limited by low mechanical strength 

of material during its high hardness. However, regarding porous chrome plating of 

bearings, it did not obtain large propagation because of complexity of technological 

process. 



up to now porous bearings were applied basically at low and medium loads and 

speeds. Necessity of producing method porous bearings that are not inferior 

to high-tin babbitt B8) and B90, with respect to mechanical and antifriction 

properties, by standard metallurgical method caused appearance of new antifriction 

alloys based on aluminum and iron. These alloys, of great practical interest, 

includes 

1) porous aluminum-copper-lead babbitt (alcusip); 

2) porous antifriction aluminum-lead alloy (alcusip instead of bronze)j 

3) porous antifriction cast iron. 

Porosity, giving improved antifriction properties to these alloys, permits 

competing them with known expensive antifriction materials. 

In sliding bearings there occur liquid, semiliquid, and boundary or medium-dry 

friction. Till now it was affirmed that for operation of bearings in conditions 

of liquid friction, viscosity of oil, precision of manufacture of rubbing surfaces, 

and relationship of magnitude of sliding rate to magnitude of load had basic value 

and heat withdrawal was placed last. 

However, where there is observed a sharp increase of specific pressures and 

speeds in different machines, circulation of lubricant, its heating, and heat 

exchange affect correct and normal operation of mechanisms to a considerable degree. 

In motors, wear of necks of shafts is in direct dependence not so much on 

conditions of dynamic loads of shaft, as on heat exchange of bearing inserts. 

Heat exchange of inserts, working in kinematic couple with shaft, primarily 

depends on their thermal conduction. 

Hear flow q through bearing liner is determined by formula 

where X _ specific thermal conduction, cal/cm-deg-sec; dt/dx - temperature gradient 

along length of wall of insert; t - time, sec; s - section of metallic body, cm2. 

For average temperature Tcp - T* + T^2, magnitude of specific thermal con- 

duction X is determined from expression 

¿W+ rj * 

where w - quantity of heat separated in a _unl¿of time, Tj-Tg - established 

difference of temperatures between two points, being at distance l. 

On the other hand, heat exchange, praoeeses of which are studied mainly 



experimentally, Is based an theory of similarity, and X Increases for building 

and heat-insulation materials with an increase of time t and, besides, depends 

on porosity. 

Four types ol pores are distinguished! 1) closed-type of bubbles not connected 

together, 2) channel-elongated, united together, 3) pocket-like large pores of 

closed type, and 4) micropores, dispersed along entire thickness. 

It is natural that the more the total urea of cross section of pores, evenly 

scattered along entire thickness, the more intense will be heat exchange of 

bearings thanks to lubricant circulating through pores of antifriction material 

of bearings. 

Porosity of antifriction materials creates a somewhat emergency reserve of 

oil not only in case of medium-dry friction, but also for work without lubricant 

during a prolonged period. In this case the area of total cross section of pores 

F cm of antifriction material, impregnated by oil, will be greater, the longer 

normal units of rubbing parts of mechanism or instrument will operate without 

supply oí lubricant, and the less, as is shown by experiments, will be coefficient 

of friction of kinematic couples. However, sharp increase of total macro- or 

microporosity in antifriction materials is impermissible, since excessive porosity, 

lowers their mechanical properties. From practice of usage of cermet materials 

and articles, it is known that their mechanical properties are Increased 3-10# 

with a decrease of porosity by 1#, since basic factor generally affecting all 

properties of cermet articles is their porosity. Besides, peculiarity of porous 

cermet materials is absence of proportional dependence between hardness, com¬ 

pression resistance, and breaking strength, characteristic for cast materials. 

It is true that compression resistance of porous cermet materials is often not 

inferior and sometimes even exceeds compression resistance of cast material of the 

same composition, whereas breaking strength is considerably lower. Together with 

the fact that another peculiarity of porous cermet materials is combination in 

them of high brittleness during extension and high plasticity during compression, 

which is explained by incomplete contact between particles, of which these 

materials consist. Mechanical properties of materials manufactured from coarse 

powders are worse than for materials manufactured from fine powders; these 

properties drop with increase of number of components entering composition of 

materials. 



Thus, porosity of pseudo alloys, which are cermet materials, along with 

positive factors create a series of negative, limiting their application and 

operation. 

The situation is completely different with considered porous antifriction 

alloys. Their mechanical, physical, and technical properties, thanks to porosity, 

not only are not inferior to properties of standard antifriction alloys of babbitt 

and bronzes, but as a rule exceed them. Porosity is regulated by dosages of 

potash from 1 to 5# of weight of charge material In process of melting. 

Thus, for instance, experience has shown that in shown limits of application 

of potash there is obtained porous material, for which all physical and mechanical 

properties are not only identical, but by some parameters are better as compared 

to solid alloys based on aluminum and iron. 

With introduction of alcuslp with minimum volume of micropores (solid alcusip) 

instead of B83, especially during production of bearings of high-powered motors, 

it is necessary to consider that before putting such machines with bearings from 

solid alcusip into operation, oil gaps between neck of shaft and bearing should be 

made 1.5-2 times larger than in cases of application of B0?. Therefore, In such 

machines it is necessary to make bearings from porous alcusip, then the necessity 

to occupy gaps falls off. 

During application of porous alcusip, consumption of lubricant turned out to 

be less than during use in bearings of other material. 

By virtue of porosity of alcusip, coefficient of friction is lowered, which 

was confirmed in testing pseudo alloys, metal-ceramic materials, for which coef¬ 

ficient of friction with abundant lubricant was less than for bearings of tin 

bronze. 

During experience of operation of experimental automobiles and trucks in 

Baku-Surakhany, and also experimental data of Novocherkasskiy electric locomotive 

building plant, it was proven practically that liquid friction in bearings with 

inserts from above-shown antifriction porous alloys is characterized by coef¬ 

ficient of friction within limits from 0.0025-0.003 to 0.055 (latter for alcusip 

instead of bronze) with the most Insignificant wear of linked kinematic couples 

of friction. By applying, for instance, bearings from alcusip in 11 ZIL-120 auto¬ 

mobiles, as far back as 1950 it was revealed that such deficiencies of sliding 

bearings as great starting moment of friction and wear during frequent starts 

Êám 



and stops under load are almost absent In the engine. 

Porosity of antifriction materials in conditions of high speeds and pressures 

in machines ensures great efficiency of such material as compared to babbitt and 

bronzes. This was checked by three-year practice of operation of machines and 

mechanisms In Petroleum Production Administration (NPU) "Ordzhonikidze oil." 

Work of friction, characterizing Intensity of work of bearings, determined 

by formula L - pv, for solid alcuslp Inserts varies from 180 to 800 kg-rç/cm2•sec. 

Here P - specific pressure in kg/cm2 and v - speed in Vsec; they are selected 

depending upon character and kind of loads, but in such a manner that their 

product would not exceed 300 kg-n/cm2•sec for case of sharply variable and impact 

For low-speed motors with not more than 1200 rpm, at specific pressures 80-120 

kg/cm , work of friction of microporous alcuslp (with introduction of potash not 

over 3# of weight of charge) can vary within limits of 800-1000 kg-m/cm2•sec. 

Finally, in separate cases of special application of articles, microporous 

alcuslp with upper content of copper 5.5* and limiting content of lead 8.5* during 

conditions of liquid friction can operate at frictional works on the order ofB 
.2- 2000 kg-m/cm »sec. 

Thus, porosity of antifriction materials and primarily their microporosity are 

obligatory and necessary conditions of profitableness and reliability of operation 

of any frictional units of machines and mechanisms. 

Regulation of porosity in antifriction materials considered by us — alcuslp 

instead of babbitt, alcuslp instead of bronze and antifriction porous cast iron, is 

produced by potash K^CO^, which is introduced during meltings in a quantity of 

from 1 to 5# of combines weight of charge. 

While applying potash during preparation of alcuslp, it is necessary to considei 

that with potash there occurs thermal dissociation at a temperature of on 

metal oxide and carbon dioxide. During this carbon dioxide, separating during 

reaction, also creates basic porosity - new variety of gas porosity. Degree of 

porosity is established according to the following five standards; 

1) small porosity; 

2) reduced porosity; 

3) average porosity; 

4) raised porosity; 
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5) large porosity. 

quantity or p„r., „„ , c.i of „„ aw„ 

pores are given depending upon number of standard of porosity. 

Unragulatod «croporo.lt» up to 5ro .t.„d.« ., «.a, be ^ 

Instance, In alc.lp In.tc.o of brontc. „„ ,it„0„, application o, pota.b, p» 

teeming in green sand molds. 
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CHAPTER I 

POROUS ALUMINUM-LEAD BABBITT (ALCUSIP) 

1. Chemical C^mpooltlon : f Ai eu.: In 

Antifriction alloys based on aluminum possess low specific gravity, are able 

to sustain high specific pressures, are distinguished by good antifriction pro¬ 

perties, by cheapness of base metal, and by other useful properties. Problem of 

introduction of these alloys into industry by virtue of their merits Is very 

urgent. 

Basic components determining composition of antifriction alloys based on 

aluminum are copper, iron, tin, and antimony, forming heterogeneous structure, 

with aluminum In solid state. These structures consist of a soft base of eutectic - 

and solid inclusions — chemical compounds AlSb, AljFe, AlgCu. 

In alloys with silicon, solid inclusion is pure silicon. Binary alloys of 

aluminum with tin do not contain solid Inclusions, if one were not to take Into 

account the more solid phase of practically pure aluminum in comparison with 

eutectic Al-Sn. Basic and auxiliary additions, such as copper, rlnc, and 

magnesium, having comparatively large solubility in aluminum, give aluminum 

bearing alloys raised strength at an Increased load. These additions (copper, 

zinc, and magnesium) are especially important during operation of inserts, since 

they ensure increase of yield point of alloy and thereby promote expansion of its 

Held of application with an Increase of operating temperatures. 

However, aluminum antifriction alloys with above-mentioned additions possess 

smaller plasticity than babbitt because of high hardness, which led to lowering 

of antifriction propertiee of alloys and primarily fltabillty. Attempte of 
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application of aluminum bearing alloys even for tractor engines with speed 

1000-1200 rpm were not met with success, mainly due to great wear, ellipsness, 

and scores on certain parts of engine, making the motors unfit. Still greater 
^ . ... 
difficulties appeared during attempts of application of bearing alloys based on 

aluminum for truck engines with 2300-2700 rpm and for other high speed machines. 

Necesiity of introduction of lead for improvement of antifriction properties 

of aluminum alloys was fully evident, but difficulty consisted in the fact that 

lead, as the most fusible and heavy component, usually liguatesj direct and 
Vi: 

inverse liquation occur. 

In virtue of this, it was absolutely impossible to obtain eutectic alloy 

aluminum - lead. 

However, in German patent No. 26592** there is led characteristic of alloy 

Al-Pb with 11# Pb content. 

In earlier known multicomponent alloys, lead is encountered more frequently, 

Thus, for Instance, one of the types of magnalium along with Mg, Cu, and Zn contains 

still 0.7# Pb. In another German patent No. 4505I an aluminum alloy Is recommended 

In which besides Mn, Zn, Sn, and P, there is also 1.4# Pb. Alloy was qualified 

as r,stable with respect to sand and humidity.,, 

However, indicated alloys did not obtain wide propagation because of their 

insufficient stability. 

As a result of prolonged experimental work, the author obtained eutectic 

alloy of aluminum with lead, which was attained by means of selection of necessary 

chemical composition, by technology of melting and pouring, and also by application 

of potash. 

This alloy received the name alcusip,1 in accordance with abbreviated names 

of four components entering itj Al, Cu, Si, Pb. 

Aluminum-lead-copper babbitt - alcusip should not be mixed with alcusin-D, 

which was offered in 1938# but did not receive wide practical application because 

of raised hardness (100 HB). 

Chemical composition of alcusip is given In Table 1 

invention Is registered with administration for inventions and discoveries 
of state committee for new technological methods of USSR for 1950, No. 410570. 
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rabie 3, Chemical Composition oí Alcuslps 

Designation of alcuslp 
~ÄYüm l n um 

Content, % 

topper 
Brine11 

Siliconi hardneBi 

Alcuslp from alumlnum- 
lead-copper babbitt , . # 

Alcuslp Instead of B83. 

Alcuslp Instead of 
tlnlesç babbitt 

Alcuslp Instead of tin 
bronzes . 

83.5-95.5 

91 

95.2-9^.4 

93.4-92.0 

28-40 

a 
Alcuslp Instead of tinless babbitt, according to technology corrected by 

author. Is applied chiefly on bearing Inserts during repai^ of plant equlpmen1 

Chemical composition of alcuslp instead of '1« Jmm .. Hr 010, Br OTslO-P, 

Br 0Ts8-4, Br 0TsS6^-3, Br 0F10-1, Br 0F10-0.5 is simpler with respect to 

technology of manufacture, since lowered content of lead In alloy and higher 

content of iron and silicon facilitate conditions of obtaining assigned chemical 

composition. 

Practically, alcuslp of two brands will be more acceptable 1 alcusip-3 (alcuslp 

Instead of babbitt) and alcusip-2 (alcuslp instead of bronze) In view of the 

following reasons. 

Both these brands of alcuslp contain little lead, which facilitates obtaining 

of Its homogeneity, make it possible to conduct melting without treatment by 

potash at lower temperatures, facilitate and accelerate melting and filling 

of casting molds in chill mold or green sand, and thereby prime cost of alcuslp is 

lowered in production. After mastering alcuslp of shown brands, It is possible 

to start to apply alcuslp Instead of B83, In Instrument manufacture, where more 

rigid technical conditions occur, can find the application of alcuslp and other 

brands can be found; however, not comming out of chemical composition shown in 

Table 1. 

For creation of conditions of formation of eutectic alloy Pb-Al, for its 

purification, and also for lowering of hardness of alcuslp, potash is applied In a 

quantity 1-5# of weight of charge. 

Application of potash, In distinction from other salts, tested during 

experimental meltings c dlcusip as fluxes (Na?CCy NaOH, NaCl, and others), gives 

good results exclusively ; alcuslp is not only cleaned from slag and Impurity In 
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"UC *" r0r“nS -—*■ ■"»««»• furnace, an« otn.r unu. 
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In production of alcuaip in a fuman» nr 
P furnace of Kaliman type, average waste of charge 

composes 12¾. Average waste of lead compose. ¢5¾. 
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1 _1" 

liai 

1 

reel, o contains conposltlon of charge of the fir,, 

at alcuaip with sharply raised waste ol lead In Kaliman fw w »eaa in Kaliman furnace, and in Tfcble 3 

chemical composition of finished alloy of the same melting. 

Melting,’ £Che,nlca;L ComP°sitlon of Alcuslp of First 

1 No. of 
melting AI Ge Pb Fe Si 

1 and 2 
3 
4 
3 

91.(,9 
90,11 
91.7« 
9451 

&83 
3ü0 

4.21 
5,9 

! 02 
0.20 

o.or 1 
0.06 : 

3.01 
1.7« 

W 
5.» 

0.22 
0,26 

009 
0.06 
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As initial charge materials in production of alcuslp, there are applied 

aluminum, lead, copper, and ferrosilicon with content 755« Si or *5# Si. 

Ail Initial charge materials should be prepared accordingly for their filling 

In crucible. 

Primary pig aluminum should be in pieces weighing 1-5 kgi red copper ore is 

prepared by small pieces 0r strios; ferrosilicon is preliminarily crushedj lead 

is chopped into pieces weighing 0,1-1 ag each. 

Potash should be preliminarily dried, fired, and then crushed into small 

Pieces. It is necessary to produce crushing shortly before melting, aince potash 

is hygroscopic, rapidly becomes moist, and then it is necessary to radry it or even 

to lire it. It is necessary to consider that to introduce moist potash into 

crucible is dangerous and impermissible from the point of view of technology of 

safety, 

Melting of charge and lining of bushings for Inserts are conducted ln auch a 

sequence. 

In a preliminarily heated up graphite or fire clay crucible, the base of 

charge is initially melted - aluminum. Then copper is loaded, which is diseolved 

well In liquid aluminum. 

For the purpose of protection of charge from oxidation after melting of 

aluminum and copper, on the surface of liquid metal la applied charcoal. 

After complete melting of aluminum and copper, charcoal la cleaned from surface 

of alloy and powdered ferrosilicon, lead, and heated potash are loaded In crucible 

consecutively. Contents of crucible are thoroughly mixed and melting (during which 

some overheating of alloy actually occurs) continues for still 15-50 minutes. 

For the purpose of best mixing and production of more uniform alloy, it is 

recommended to Introduce lead and potash in two processes with equal dosesj 

second time - before the actual pouring of metal. 

Casting of various bushings and Inserts from alcuslp is produced in special 

built-up metallic molds with thorough preliminary purification of alloy from slag. 

Before pouring of first bushings, holding and settling of alloy is accomplished. 

Optimum pouring temperature is 760-790°C. In the case when only one or two parts 

are poured and the necessity to Keep alcuslp hot for a long time is absent, best 

pouring temperature is 720-740°C with fast Knockout of castings from chill molds 

and their rapid cooling. 

V ijrílÉ 
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jusjxu j . 
lining bushings of 
bearing Inserts. 

For the purpose of protection of poured bushings 

from cracking under the Influence of temperature changea, 

it is necessary to accomplish disassembly of flooded molds 

and knockout of center core immediately after solidi¬ 

fication of alloy. Temperature and time factors are 

decisive during pouring of bushings. 

For prevention of work hardening, poured bushings 

should be placed in a temperature range on the order of 

60-80°C, and they should not be left in cold air. 

Built-up chill mold (Pig. i) for lining of bushings, 

from which are machined inserts of connecting rod and 

main bearings of ZIL-120 engine, consists of bushing 1, 

ta¬ 

bu 

plate 2, and core 3, having a casting incline a - 3-50. 

Cores are made elongated for convenience of holding them with tongs during 

knockout. 

By the above-cited technology it is possible to conduct casting of alcusip 

bushings for bearings of any motors, even in haphazard foundry conditions. 

Alcusip inserts do not need any metallic base, as occurs during use of B83 

and B90. Alcusip is so cheap an alloy that any Inserts can be made one-piece 

from it. Thus, we do not have to complicate production by technology of a 

biraetalic Insert. 

^ 3fechnolofly Lining Body of Bearings with Alcusip 

In the case when it is necessary to line body of bearings with alcusip central 

question is its durable bonding with metallic base. The tightest coupling of 

alcusip with steel or cast-iron base is ensured by application of soldanf' 

of following compositions: 30% A1 4 70* Zn or 20* A1 4 80* Zn. Even in haphazard 

conditions of repair-mechanical workshop motor pools, it is completely possible 

to produce this work. Lining body of bearing with alcusip is produced by following 

technology. 
i - , , ' * * 

1. Thorough cleaning of working surfaces of bearings by a file, scraper, or 

Pteel brush Is preliminarily conducted. 

2. Tin coating is carried out with above-indicated solder, for which bearings 

are completely dipped into melted solder, located in a separate crucible. 

3. Lining with alcusip is produced in metallic molds, where temperature of 

-16- 
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Fig. 2. Metallic 
mold for lining body 
of main bearings of 
ZIL-5 engine. 

alcuslp should be within limits of 760-79O°C. figure? Bh0ws basic dimensions of 

metallic molds for lininp body of main and connecting rod bearings of 211,-5 

engines, similar to which it is possible to make mold of other dimensions. 

Lined bearings are placed in a cabinet with temperature 60-80°c. where 

they are gradually cooled for 2-3 hours, then they are removed and cooled to 

ambient temperature. 

5. Before sending to machining, bearings should be checked for hardness and 

also for quality of bonding of alcusip with metallic base. Quality of bonding is 

checked by means of infliction of blows on suspended bearing; trembling sound 

testifies to defects of filling. 

In connection with the fact that in a number of cases because of complexity 

of lining body of bearings with alcusip and also because of tendency of plants 

to obtain the tightest cohesion of alcusip with steel and cast-iron base, lining 

was hampered; the three following solders were tested with positive results; 

m AI IV. Cu -I <SK Zn: 
12% Al -i H". Cu K0% 7.n, 
*% Al 1% Cu -* 90% *n 

Basic condition of good cohesion is cleanness of connected surfaces. In 

this respect, alcusip, as an alloy based on aluminum, can be covered in certain 

cases by a thin transparent film AlgOj. Therefore, special attention should be 

turned to selection of sultabie flux for removal of this film. Best flux should 

have following salts in its composition: calcium chloride, lithium chloride, 

sodium fluoride, and zinc chloride. It is possible to take also a mixture of 

... 
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line chloride with sodium chloride as flux. 

During the last few years for strength of cohesion we started to apply rare- 

earth metal indium with melting temperature •fl56°C. However, for increasing 

strength of bonding it is better and simpler to produce copper plating of steel 

or cast-iron base before its tin coating. 

^’ Technology of Casting 

Expounded technology of production of alcusip is simplified if silumin, 

containing silicon, and master alloy aluminum - copper are taken as initial 

materials. Their usage not only simplifies foundry technology, but also shnrply 

lowers waste of valuable components and melting point of alloy. It is known chat 

eutectic Al-Si contains 11.6* Si and is melted at 557°; eutectic Al-Cu contains 

3Î* Cu and is melted at 548°C. 

Charge preparation is conducted in accordance with assigned chemical 

composition of alcusip and calculation of waste in induction furnaces not over 

8-10*. 

As an example we calculated a charge for smelting alcusip of following 

chemical composition: Cu - 3*, si -0.4*, Fe -0.2*, pb -5.0-5.5*, remaining- 

aluminum. Example is per 100 kilograms. 

Primary aluminum.86 kg 

50* copper master alloy Al-Cu ... 5 kg 

Silumin (Si « II-I3*) ..i kg 

.8 kg 

Potash (3* of weight of charge) , . 3 kg 

Charge is prepared the same as was indicated above. 

Potash should be preliminarily fired at a temperature of 150-200°C, and then 

crushed into powder or into small pieces. Shortly before introduction of potash 

into crucible or furnace, it should be collected in a "Bell,” and in the absence 

of the latter, should be turned into dry paper and held at all times in tempera¬ 

ture range 100-120°C. It is categorically prohibited to introduce dampened potash 

into crucible. 

Smelting of alcusip in induction furnaces after preparation of charge is 

conducted by following technology. Into graphite or fire clay crucible there is 

loaded In consecutive order all master alloy (A1 + Cu), entire primary aluminum, 

.18- 
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a,,d «fi»T them »Iliimiti, ah, .• n, .1^ „ ,, 
« ("p ote molt)nr and snbniiquent thorough 

; "V” ..:...-„o.,^c, 

„ , *V9‘ " "" ... "»<««. I»or,... or 

. » ”-5°c - —■ ~ .«o Po,.,„ tte„,. 

,, ,,, .. . 1 charred lead, which naturally aomewhal 

' 10 WM «Uoy. After achievement of 910-9?0°C in the furnace, current 

^ -ed off. with the help of "bell" heated pot.ah is Introduced on bottom of 

Tie and toother with it or Immediately after it the first half of charred 

' 6 10 °ne °f the m0Ct —ts of melting of alcuaip and 

- l27Z\OÍ3 T r— te0hn0l0rar 18 obl1^' «nd potath are 

cu 1 3 mlnUtä8' natUrally WUh the o„. From thl8 moment; 

,uri„ fuJ tUrnCd °n ag8ln Unle8S beaUne °f 8harPly C00llnK alCU8^ required nf filling of molds or chill molds. 

Tl..n ■!« 1« cleaned end ^ 

considered te rece, llqntd .lec.ip . lM1. 

^oTrT""of b*‘'ore •t*"a,ns °r *uw - - >•«=. Before the .e.n.l peU,i„e, tter, ,. 1«,^ i„t0 cree,Ble, .„d t,t,„ 

.C,ly into ledle, th. «co„d Mlf of q..,, tB= ^ ^ ^ 

-TT ^ *“P*r*,"re °f “« P*"' *■ W0-76O-C, end .«11 p.r„ 
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•no, 780-790°o i„ „der ,o penr ,he onuin.d of p.rt. fro. ..u" f We 

same kind to auch a degree as , 

lower than 700-0. 

For prevention of appearance of cracks in bushings poured from alcuaip, 

! 7T1 1 U elr kn0CkOUt Sh0Uld be COndUCted rapldly and neatly, with application 
e orehand of tool and attachments manufactured for their knocking out 

For the purpose of protection from sharp cooling in air, castings from 

a eus p are placed on an oven or in furnace with temperature at 6o-8o°C and are 

loft for gradual cooling to room temperature. 

« 1. necessary ,„ l«.«.,.,, .heeh Brine,, hardne,, of p„,. r„. 

alcuaip after their cooling. 

If hardn... d„,„e correct bordenlng 1, oBt.,„ed .o.e.h., ,tl 

lower,ng 1, attained B, addition, of lead m.o „elt.d .icu,lp w„h thorongt „d 



mu J tiple mixing of lead In ladle, prepared for f 11 Unit of molds or chill molds. 

In separate cases, workers of plants on first, time of Introduction of new 

antifriction alloys require tents of both porous and solid alcuslp, l.e., alcuolp 

without Its treatment by potash. Such requirements are supported usually by the 

considerations that it is simpler and more convenient, to conduct melting of 

alcuslp without potash. In these cases, temperature rate Is also lower, waste is 

less, and meltings go faster. 

Smelting of bushings, made from solid alcuslp without potash, for connecting 

rod inserta of engines of s-80 tractor was conducted on order of datchlnskly 

mechanical plant of Leningrad-Sovnarkhoz In a metallurgical laboratory. For this 

purpose we used a chill mold with earthen sand center cores which were filled 

with tin bronze OTsS 3.5-6-5. 

After detailed familiarization of author with technical conditions of plant 

lor bushings, a charge was composed from account of production of finished alcuslp 

of following chemical composition: Cu - 3.0#; SI - 0.3#, Fe -0.15#, Pb - 4-4.5#, 

and remaining - aluminum. During this, HB hardness should be within limits 

of 35-38. 

Preparation of charge of alcuslp on 10 kg for its melting in laboratory 

electric furnace was the following: 

Primary aluminum.8.4 kg 

30# copper master alloy Cu-Al . . 0.9 kg 

Silumin (Si « 11%).0.1 kg 

tosd.. kg 

It Is natural that temperature of alloy only reached 800oC and all charged 

lead was introduced directly Into ladle before pouring and was mixed thoroughly 

in it. 

First bushings in the beginning emerged with cracks, then speed and method 

of hand pouring were depleted, after which bushings began to emerge without rejects. 

Poured alcuslp bushings were placed, as always. In a warm place for cooling. 

However, one should note the fact that Inserts poured from solid alcuslp 

without treatment by potash, l.e., without proper porosity, wear out In operation, 

even in tractors, one and a half times faster In comparison with Inserts from 

porous alcuslp. 
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'3‘ PourlriK of Buehlngs from Alcualp 

Abov. .. Indicated tnat alcu.lp ,„.,„d or b„„,a ,. . .lmpl„ 

Alloy MU, respect to technolos. of „.nuf.ctore, since It con.eln. 1.,, i..d 

than alcusip-l. 

Besides, sm,H lead content simplifies and expands methods of pouring of alcusip 

instead of bronse, starting from pouring Into green sand and loam molds and 

finishing by pouring Into chill mold with application of centrifugal pouring. 

First centrifugal pouring of alcusip instead of bronze was applied in one 

of the Leningrad plants, during which liquation of lead was not observed. 

One melting of alcusip was conducted in an induction furnace with application 

of Silumin and master alloy aluminum - copper from calculation: 

Alun’lnunl.  kg 

Master alloy A1 + Cu (36* Ou) , . 4.5 kg 

Silumin (Si - is#).2.0 kg 

Ujad.  kg 

Potash.  kg 

With this alloy 65 X 130 X 300 mm bushings were poured on a centrifugal 

machine. Speed of rotation of chill mold was 1200 rpm. Chemical analysis of 

melting showed the following results: Cu - 3.48#, Pb - 1.46#, Fe -0.I3#, 

Si —0.44, A1 — remaining. 

On the end of every bushing in two places - near external and internal 

diameters, Brinell hardness was measured; hardness varied from 45.0 to 44.0. 

Irrevocable losses composed 14#, 

Second melting „as conducted by the same technology, in the same induction 

furnace, with preparation of charge of copper master alloy and Silumin from 

calculation: 

Aluminum.. g 

Master alloy (A1 + Cu 36#) . , 3.5 kg 

Silumin (Si •= 10.6#).1.0 kg 

U,ad.. kg 

Potash (2.8# of weight of 

charee.1.4 kg 

With this alloy 2, i00 X 200 x 300 mm bushings were poured on centrifugal 

machine. Speed of rotation of chill mold was 1200 rpm. 
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Microstructur© of 
ußhingß of centrifugal 

(TabIe 4 Resulta Measurements of Hardness 

Eternal Middle 
bushing Brinell hardness 

of alcusip bushings 

porosity 

poured by centrifugal method 

class and has uniform structure without, any 

. heterogeneity 
liquation lead i in alcusip over 

its distribution in h : . ■■ without 

Fig. 3. Induction furnace in complex 
with centrifugal machine. 

Chemical analysis of melting showed the following results» Cu • 

2.6ir%t Fe Si -0.86^, A1 - remaining. 

On ends of bushings in three places - near external diameter, middle, and 

near Internal diameter, there were performed measurements of Brinell hardness 

(Table 4). 

In some other plants there is also applied centrifugal pouring of bushings 

from alcusip Instead of bronze. 

Figure 3 shows special installation of induction furnace and centrifugal 

machine for manufacture of alcusip bushings in Aleksandriyskiy mechanical plant 

of Kirovograd region. 

6 • Machining c - s and ^ 

Inserts for main and connecting rod bearings are manufactured by means ||r 
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lathe treatment from bushings poured in metallic molds. 

Treatment of bushings from alcusip should be produced at high rpm (not less 

than 900 rpm) and at small feeds - on the order of 0.1 mm and cutting depth 0.¾ mm. 

The higher the rpm, the higher is cleanness of treatment. Alcuaip is machined 

well with cutters from high-speed cutting steels, and there is no necesalty for 

application of cutters with tips from hard alloys. 

At the same time one should note that treatment of alcusip can be produced 

at any speeds. From the point of view of Increase of productivity, it la rational 

to conduct treatment of alcusip on machines at 1200-2000 rpm. 

After lathe treatment the bushings are cut with thin milling cutters (thickness 

not more than 0.5 mm) into two halves, with subsequent pressing of fixing flanges. 

During assembly of such inserts, it is necessary to turn special attention to 

cleanness of treatment, for which inserts are subjected to 1 ir.iahlng operations 

for achievement of surface cleanness of sixth class. 

Operational treatment and assembly of Inserts (after their lathe treatment) 

are produced in such a sequence: 

1) cutting of bushings into two halves with milling cutter of 0.5 mm thickness: 

2) drilling of holes with B mm diameter in inserts^ 

3) survey of faces inside drilled holes; 

4) pressing of fixing flanges (locks) in a special attachment; 

5) removal cf projecting edges from fixing flanges; 

6) Installation of inserts with linings into block; 

7) reaming of inserts under necessary repair dimension of crankshaft; 

8) preparation of oil refrigerators; 

9) packing of crankshaft in bed with adjustment of each Journal. 

For the purpose of prevention of pulling of inserts, it is necessary to conduct 

their assembly in such a manner that there would be no gap between insert and bed 

of block. At the same time It is necessary to practice application of one thick 

(0.1 mm) unyielding lining along with several thin (O.05 mm each) linings. 

In the case when with respect to consideration of great reliability it is 

necessary to conduct pouring of inserts on a steel base with obligatory application 

of solder 30# A1 + 70# Zn, order of machining of inserts and their assembly remain 

without any changes. 

In view ol the fact that in automobile engines turning of inserts is completely 
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eliminated by their aeaembly without play (without gap), technological process of 

production of inserts should not be complicated, since pouring of inserts from 

alcuslp on steel base involves additional technological operations additional 

expenditure of solder, and billets of steel rings. 

During installation of nlcusip Inserts in an engine, it is necessary to pay 

attention to gaps and lubrication of engine. It la known that liquid friction 

is ensured if carrier ability of oil layer will be equal to normal force at assigned 

speed of relative motion and with thickness of oil layer exceeding the sum of 

heights of unevenness on surfaces of friction. 

In case of small roughness (the greatest height of unevenness - up to 0.1 

thickness of oil layer), there Is obtained reliable liquid friction with character 

of movement of liquid in the gap close to laminar. 

With rougher surfaces of friction and high speed of relative motion of surfaces, 

movement of liquid In gap becomes turbulent and losses on friction strongly increase. 

Heating of oil in gap, obtained due to this, and lowering of Its viscosity create 

danger of break of oil loyer and disturbance of liquid friction. 

la connect1 n with this, question about gaps during assembly of engines, 

In which Inserts from alcusip are applied, is exceptionally important. 

It was established that before putting automobile engines into operation, gaps 

between neck of shaft and bearings from alcusip should be made 1.5-2 timen larger 

than In ««its of application for bearings b8j and B90, 

Thus, during assembly of ZlL-120 engines, gap in necks of main bearings of 

crankshaft should be within limits of 0,10-0,11 mm and in connecting rod necktf - 

within limits of 0.07-0.08 mm. 

Observance of such gaps is necessary since their change toward decrease not 

only immediately reflects on engine operation, but also can cause its breakdown. 

Increased gaps are necessary also because during heating alcusip is expanded 

twice more than cast iron or steel. 

In the same cases when, with respect to structural considerations, it is 

impossible to increase gaps, it la necessary to ripply in engines inserts from porous 

alcusip, melted with 5# dosages of potash. 

7. Breaking In Conditions of Engines 

After thorough assembly of engine, in which inserts from alcusip are applied, 

as in all other cases, it should pass a breaking In period. In period of 
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utilization and Introduction of alcualp, bench running of engines should he conducted 

in special conditions. As a rule, engines. In which Inserts from alcuslp are 

applied, require large expenditure of time on cold and hot running In without load 

in view of more prolonged fitting of alcuslp to necks of crankshaft. 

Table 5 contains conditions of experimental running In of ZIL-12Q engines. 

From the table one may see that overall time consumed on test composed 10 hours 

minutes. Gasoline and oil consumption during this was also very great - 

210.7 and 14.7 kilograms respectively. After experimental running in, the very 

large indicated figures of gasoline and oil consumption, obtained during test, 

were almost brought to usual norm. 

Table 5. Running In Conditions of 211-120 Engines with Use of Inserts from Alcuslp 

85 

ii 

12 

Designation of 
operations 

Cold running 
In 
The same 
The same 

Hot running 
In without load 

The same 

Assignment of 
operations 

Fitting of fun' 
damental parts 

The same 
The same 

The same 
The same 

Filling of 
parts and con- 
lectlons 
Adjustment of 

gap between end 
3f ’'alve and 
oolt of tappet 

Check of oil 
pressure and 
adjustment 

Number of 
rpm of 
crankshaft 

418 

795 
1388 

Hot running 
In with load 

• 35 kg 
P = 50 kg 

Final adjust- 
nent of engine 

Hot running 
In without 
load 

600-1000 

1000-1400 

1400-1600 
600-2400 

Check OTK. 
-heck of opera¬ 
tion at various 
rpm 

1200-1400 

1400-1600 

1400-1800 

1800-2200 

500-2600 

Time, 
min¬ 
utes 

60 

Total 
time, 
min¬ 
utes 

120 

40 

120 

60 

30 

100 

190 

300 

Note 

Turn on 
4th gear 
3rd gear 
2nd gear 

After hot running In 
without load, change oil 
in crankcase of engine 
and check It 

At 2400 rpm operation is 
allowed for not more than 
3-5 minutes 

Disassembling and 
measurement of main and 
connecting rod journals 
of crankshaft and internal 
diameters of inserts 
Strictly observe thermal 

condition and revolutions 
Disassembling and 

measurement of main and 
connecting rod Journals 
of crankshaft and internal 
diameters of inserts 
Operation at 2600 rpm is 

allowed for not more than 
5 minutes 
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Following bench running In after check and acceptance, engine was installed on 

motor vehicle for necessary running in trip conditions. After running in the engine 

was inspected and all defects revealed in trial 'un were removed. However, one 

should consider that complete fitting of alcusip inserts sets in after running 

motor vehicle not less than 1000 km. 

Consequence of incorrect fitting of bearing inserts can be: scores of 

cylinders. Jamming of piston pins, appearance of cracks in blocks. Load of 

automobiles on first 1000 km of running is taken lowered, for instance for 2IL-150 - 

not more than 2000 kg, and. speed - not exceeding 25 km/hr. 

ïÿpe of engine lubricant is applied the same as during usual operation of 

automobiles. 

Ic is necessary to change all oil after a run of first 1000 km, and in 

crankcase of engine, in addition to that - after every 200-250 km; in crankcases of 

remaining units — after 500 km. It Is necessary to thoroughly flush crankcase 

during replacement of oil. 

During run of first 1000 km, it is necessary to thoroughly watch for appearance 

of knocks in engine. After 1000 km of run, It la necessary to produce the third 

replacement of oil in crankcase, and to hear operation of engine. In the absence 

of any defects, the automobile is allowed further normal operation. i 

8. Wear of Journals of Crankshaft, Gathered 
• — on TncerCa from Xlcusip 

Basic factors affecting wear of rubbing surfaces are the following: material 

of surfaces, quality and accuracy of treatment of surfaces of friction, degree 

of contamination of places of friction, character and kind of lubricant 
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microstructure and porosity of antifriction alloy, magnitude of specific pressure, 

magnitude of specific work of friction, speed, character and kind of load, 

temperature rate, and conditions of operation (character and state of roads). 

Usually wear of metals is obtained less, the higher is their hardness. In 

every frictional kinematic couple, more wear of simple and easily replaceable parte 

and less wear of expensive and parts complex in manufacture are preferable. 

At the same time, distribution of wear along surface of friction depends on 

type, conditions of operation, and work of kinematic couple. 

It is established that bearings of an automotive engine wear out more during 

periods of coasting and racing than during entire period of operation at established 

motion. 

In view of what was presented, alcuslp is the best material as compared to 

high-tin babbitt BÖ3 and B90, which is confirmed by less wear of Journals of 

crankshaft during operation of engines in which alcuslp bearings are used (Tables 

6 and 7). 

tlllpMMM of 
Journal«, rub 

Wow of 
Journal«, mn 

omn’ otln^ 
rod 

L.lí..:-, r" 
Dlmnslon« of dUnotor« 
of Journal«, mm -* 11 Ipsonoi« of 

Journal«, rub 
Wow of 
Journals, mn 

omn’ otln^ 
rod 

Table 6. Chart of Measurements of Main and Connecting Rod Journals of Crankshaft 
on AlcusiP Iserts on ZIL-120 Engine No. 04, After Running Automobile 

27*3^0 km. 
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Table 7. Chart of Measurements of Main and Connecting Rod Journals of 
Crankshaft, Working on Alcuslp Inserts on ZIL-120 Engine No. 01, After Running 
Automobile 26,962 km. 

u 
0 inana Ion of dlwastara 
of Jaurnala ma 4 

¿Ufe 

of diam« tars of Conleltjr of 
Journals, an 

ElUpsansas of 
Journal», m 

Woar of 
Journals, nai 

Min •onn*atin# 
rod 

nain sonnaetinft 
rod Min Min aonm-ctiiw, 

rod Min 
»onnastln 
rod 

1 , 65.00 
65M 

«1.93 65 84 - 83 
*5.90=39 

61.73 72 
tflfi./4 

0.01 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.16 0,21 

2 
65.986 
HW 61.935 

65.86-85 61,72 75 
61,74-77 0,01 ¡1 6.03 0,02 0.02 0. 35 0.215 

3 
¢5,00 

61,93 
65.88 86 61.78-73 

ÏÏJttf 0.02 0,05 0,02 0.04 0.13 0,20 

4 
j 65.075 

61.94 
65.89 87 
lift.ill-htf 

61,79-78 
61,81-40' 0.02 0.01 0,02 0372 0.105 0.16 

5 
(»it» 

"HOT 61.94 
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1¾¾ HU 
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61.8¾ -86 002 0,01 0.02 0,03 0,13 0.11 

6 
55,95 

$57965 61.93 
05.87-875 
66,885-89 

61,83-83 
0.005 0.01 0,015 0.04 0,11 0,19 

T 
55,985 
TO* 

u 

65.88—88 
«Swrgg- 0.01 - 

I 
0.02 0.105 

From analysis of charts one may see that wear of Journals of crankshafts of 

ZIL-120 engines No. 01 and 04, after running about 27,000 km, for connecting rod 

Journals composed 0,16 mm on the average ani for main Journals 0.10 mm. 

Raised wear of Journals is explained by the fact that engines No. 01 and 04 

at the automobile repair plant were the first on which the plant learned to 

produce assembly similar to that of auto engines on bearings from B83. 

After running in of these auto engines on a stand of machinery-assembling 

workshop of automobile repair plant in Baku with allowed stiff tightening, scratches 

were revealed on Journals of crankshafts. These crankshafts were assembled on 

alcusip Inserts of raised hardness — 38 HB. Nonetheless, under these conditions 

wear of main Journals of crankshafts turned out to be lower than norm by on the 

average of 25-30# as compared to engines in which bearings from B83 were applied. 

It is impossible not to note that if in very heavy road conditions inserts 

from B83 collapse when running an automobile on the average of 22,000 km, inserts 

from alcusip worked without replacement after running 34,000 km. 

Considering that thermal conduction and heat capacity for aluminum are higher 

than for tin, during operation of engines on alcusip inserts more abundant 



lubricant is neceasary, which obligea, in particular, drivers of automobiles 

attentively watch the oil pressure, not allowing it to drop. 

With alcusip inserts the necessity of covering bearing Inserts of auto engines 

with Indium, which increases wear resistance, is eliminated. 

atasät;!!k.,:riaiiKrii;„Ä »’«UaaEgs 
Table 0 showe comparison of physical-mechanical properties of alcusip and 

high-tin babbitt of brands B83 and B90, 

Table 8. Physical-Mechanical Properties 

Designation of properties 

Specific gravity. 

Beginning of hardening, °c. 

End of hardening, °c. 

Ultimate tensile strength, . . 

Elongation per unit length, $¢..,. 

Brinell hardness. 

Coefficient of friction with lubricant 

QÏ Alcusip and High-Tin Babbitt 

Alcusip instead 
of babbitt 

?.75-r.80 

625-623 

600-610 

I3.O-15.O 

12-16 

28.0-35.0 

O.OO3 

B90 B83 
« 

From the table one may see that alcusip possesses great elongation per unit 

length at large ultimate tensile strength, i.e., best primary mechanical properties 

with hardness close to that of tin babbitt. 

Operational experience of trucks showed that inserts from alcusip with raised 

hardness, as compared to B03 and B90, are not only considerably stabler in 

operation, but also Journals of crankshaft wear out less. 

Coefficient of friction with the presence of lubricant for alcusip inserts 

Is favorably distinguished from coefficient of friction of tin babbitt, other 

antifriction aluminum alloys, and low-tin babbitt, which can be seen from Table 9. 

Low coefficient of friction of alcusip is explained by its good antifriction 

properties and microporosity. 

Work of friction, characterising intensity of work of bearings, depending 

upon technical and operational conditions for alcusip Instead of babbitt varies 

within limits of 100-500 kg-m/cm2-sec. 

Alcusip possesses high anticorrosive stability, evaluation of which was 



performed by means of determination of loss of weight of samples after their 60 hour 

stay in artificially oxidisable motor oil. It is established that alcusip is 

not subject to corrosion in oxldlsable oil. 

Alcusip does not give adhesion or coating on steel Journal of shaft during 

friction. Phenomena of adhesion are encountered during friction of metals in 

conditions of Imperfect lubricant or without lubricant, when as a result of 

friction or large local loads there occurs plastic deformation of one or both 

conjugated metals, or during formation of products of wear getting into gap between 

rubbing surfaces. 

Table 9. Comparison of Physical-Mechanical Properties 
wlth Antifriction Aluminum and Low-Tin 

naoDitt 
— 

PhyalMd aoiutenta 

SpaolfU gravity • . , | 
lltlmat# tanaiI« 

atrangth, kg/aa^. . , . J ».•* 

«¡fcwrh r: .. ».« 
Brlaali hardnaaa . , . |ïl^ 

Coafflaiant of 
Oletlon with lubrlaant 1 

L 

Alloy. 

a.« 

31.* 

•.3 

W.7 

»4 

11.9 

31.4 

lit.? 

»1.9 

ku 

JZ 

ÎJ 

ÄJ* 
m 

o.or. 

S3 

Alau.lp 
inataad of 
baLbltt 

u.u« 

IU Ml.', 

U I 1» 

9* 

o.im: 

IJi 

ai 

U.IIM 

U • ayo 

no i-ijo 

ia n> 

».o r. a 

o.nu 

Alcusip is so viscous and soft antifriction alloy, that even during heating, 

while not adhering to Journals of shaft, it at the same time is easily fitted to 

them. 

Alcusip, as experience has shown, does not give wear, ellipseness, and scoring 

of shaft of engine. At the same time, physical-mechanical properties of alcusip 

guarantee high-quality of operation of low-speed machines-engines. 

Mastering 5-component alcusip with different melting points and specific 

gravity of its components at first presented great difficulties. 

Microstructure of alcusip without its treatment by potash in liquation zones 

oí lead is presented in Fig. 5. Black spots and black bands show liquating lead. 

Alcufij-p, obtained according to given technology with treatment by potash and with 

observance of all above-mentioned conditions of its production, possesses proper 

evenly uniform microstructure (Fig. 6). 

Analysis of microstructure (Fig. 6) with different percentage of lead content 
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H^O 

concent ; 

concantràtei 

cone 

CO 

Sip into . solution heated to 60-?0< 



In Table 10 there are enumerated reagents for exposure of mlcrostructures of 

'ilcuslp. 

Microstructure of etched samples of alcuslp usually a represent solid 

solution ol* copper in aluminum (light background) 4 crystals of lead (dark color) 4 

(eutectic mottled field). 

10* Foundry Shop in the Production of Alcuslp 

Experience has shown that after first positive results of exploitation of 

alcuslp on repaired equipment, plants and repair-mechanical workshops assign 

separate foundry sections for smelting alcuslp. 

However, creation of small specialized foundry shops or sections for 

production of alcuslp is the most rational. 

Thus, petroleum production administration of "Ordzhonikidze oil* in Baku- 

Surakhany, following a specialized handicraft, foundry section for alcuslp, transfered 

its production to well equipped foundry-heat treatment shops of compressor 

economy, equipped with electric furnaces. 

At the same time, by order of the same administration, a small experimental 

foundry shop of alcuslp was designed for 100 t of casting in a year. 

Workshop has an area II7 with distribution of necessary equipment. 

Accepted equipment ensures not only fulfillment of annual program- 100 tof casting, 

but also provides for possibility of Its increase. 

By this plan, melting is conducted In crucible furnaces operating on petroleum 

gas with artificial draft. Melt of master alloy is poured into casting moulds. 

Ingot of master alloy should have fullerings, facilitating its breaking into 

pieces weighting >4 kilograms. 

Charge materials are stored on racks. 

For removal of liquation in castings with large lead content, installation of 

chill molds is provided for during pouring on table, top of which constitutes 

a 1200 X 600 X JO mm box, water-cooled from within. Assembly of chill molds under 

pouring, knockout of castings from chill molds, and operations of trimming and 

fettling are executed on tables. 

Quality and more accurate rapid testing of released production are produced 

according to Brinell hardness. 

For drying of potash and preheating of chill molds, a 1200 x 1000 x 1000 mm 



Fig. 9. Vent hood: 1 - branch 
connection; ? - flange of hood; 
3 - handle; 4 - door; 5 - 
cover; 6 - door hinge; 7 - 
frame of hood; 8 — top of hood. 

furnace, consisting of two sections, is provided 

In section for preheating of chill molds there 

is located a gas burner; other section is for 

drying of potash. Temperature in furnace is 

controlled by thermocouples. 

In such specialized workshops it is 

desirable to have possibility of production of 

bushings both in sand molds and by means of 

pouring them into chill molds, and also by 

centrifugal method. Unconditionally, for 

guarantee of serial production of bushings, such 

workshops or sections should be maximum 

mechanized with directed freight flows of both 

initial materials and finished production. 

With respect to conditions of hygiene of 

labor and requirements of safety technology, 

any installation for castings from alcuslp, even with lowered content of lead, 

should be equipped with draw ventilation or, as a minimum of requirements, a vent 

hood (Fig. 9), without which meltings of alcuslp are not allowed since besides 

carbon monoxide fumes of lead there occurs its evaporation, which is harmful to 

health of worker. 

11. Methods of Control of Articles from Alcuslp and Conditlons 
õ? úaage in Machines ““ 

a) Methods of Control 

1. One of the basic requirements of imposed on parts from alcuslp is their 

corresponding Brinell hardness, of which during replacement of high-tin babbitt 

B83 and B90 by alcuslp should be from 28.0 to 35.0, and during replacement of 

bronze by alcuslp — 50-6O. 

2. Microstructure of alcuslp should be uniform with respect to distribution 

of lead in aluminum base. 

3. It is possible to manufacture alcuslp both solid and macroporous. For 

determination of porosity it is recommended to use scale of All-Union Scientific 

Research Institute of Aviation Materials (VIAM), which is presented in Table 11. 

eH 
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Tapie 11. Standards of Degree of Porosity 

No, of standard 

Quantity of pores on 1 cm2 up to 

Diameter of pores in mm up to 
0.1 

100# 

It is possible to use standards of degree of porosity regardless of brand 

y. 

of 

4, Every melting of alcusip should be checked by chemical analysis for Cu* 

Pb, Si» Fe, and A1 with check of chemical composition for Brinell hardness. For 

chemical analysis shavings are taken from a special sample. 

5. Ultimate tensile strength in kg/mm* and elongation per unit length are 

determined on standard samples, 

6. During mastering and introduction of alcusip on new objects, it is 

recommended to expand laboratory tests by determination of following additional 

physical constants: 

1) proportional limit during compression; 

2) upsetting during compression; 

3) resilience; 

4) coefficient of linear expansion; 

3) linear shrinkage; 

6) thermal conduction; 

7) fluidity; 

8) coefficient of friction with lubricant; 

9) coefficient of friction without lubricant. 

7. Measurement of macro- and microporosity of alcusip is produced by optical 

instruments, and during rapid-tests — with application of magnifier. Quantity 

of pores and their diameter, fluctuating from 0.1 to 0.2 mm, depend upon dosage 

of potash. Besides, total microporosity on 1 cm2 area should be calculated by 

finding out percent of porosity with respect to measured area with indication of 

class of porosity. 
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b) Conditions of Usage 

1. Osage of different machines. In which It Is possible to apply bearlngB 

rom alcuslp, should be preceded by running at idle and worKlng movement or ru^ln, 

according to a special program Including cold running, hot running without 

tha, 8 l0ftd- rUWlng ln — - the sverage of 1.5 times longer 
usua because of more prolonged fitting of alcuslp to journals of shaft. 

and mechan!e °f assembly of machines 
mechanisms It is necessary to ma*e oil gaps on the average of 1.5 times larger 

as compared to those which are applied in machines and mechanisms worKlng on tin 
oronzes. 

insert' T ^ frlCtl°n' lnten81^ tarings, for alcus 
nserts should generally oscillate from l8o to 300 kg-Vcn2.««,. 

For the case of sharply variable and Impact loads, work of friction of 

alcuslp oscillates within limits of 250-600 kg-Vcm^sec. 

4. For low-speed motors and for any metal-working machines work of 

friction of alcuslp can be allowed up to 300-1000 kg-m/cm2.sec at specific 

pressures from ISO to 220 kg/cm2. 

5. Qeneral operational efficiency ,nd stability of ,lcu,lp ln »n f i 

o» b, t tlM, th,n of us> of Mih_tin 

and other antifriction bronces in machines. 

6. During u..g. 0f .u«or. «1th bearing fran po„JS .lm„p 

abundant lubricant Is needed than with solid alcuslp. 

7. Pro partie, „p „.„„g. «„„ Pro. pcrou. .louai, „„„ 

do not change during heating up to +200°c. 

1S‘ —* and ExPerlmgit of Application of aipn.ip 

Alou. lp-i .., tasted Per the Pira, tl.a „ ..,,„1.1 op hearing. iy tt,. >uthpr 

a. par bao. a. 1W.19à9 0„ 2It.5, 2IL.I50, ln,xchuig.ror 



deficient and expensive B83. 

Later alcuslp was applied In transport workshop of enterprise of petroleum 

production administration of -Ordzhonlkidge oil" m Baku-Surakhany. 

After two years of work the transport workshop of this enterprise equipped 

over 40 trucks of types QAZ-51, ZIL-150, AYaZ-200, MAZ-200 with Inserts from 

!rany fr0m them completed a run over 50 thousand kilometers without repair. 

Main and connecting rod alcuelp inserts turned out to be not only considerably more 

stable as compared to babbitt 883, but Journals of crankshaft wear out less. 

Petroleum production administration of "Ordzhonikidze oil" spread experience of Its 

own motor transport men on Introduction of alcuelp to other objects of Its own 

extensive economy. Here many machines and mechanisms work successfully on alcuslp 

inserts. Thus, in compressor workshop, 2 brand 8lCh compressors with alcuslp 

bushings in connecting rod ends work a prolonged time. In oil-water transfer 

workshop 20 centrifugal pumps (throttle and pouch type) operate exclusively on 

alcuslp eliding bearings. In reconditioning shop for wells over 20 swivels with 

load capacity 75 t operate unfailingly on alcuslp bushings. In shop for underground 

repair of wells, on many tractors-holsts there are Installed alcuslp bushings in 

rollers under caterpillar tracks; the same 16 tractors-hoists operate with gearboxes 

completely assembled on alcuslp bushings. Besides, many lathes of the same transport 

shop operate on inserts from alcuslp. 

In trades of the same administration 12 batching pumps and several DGR scum 

pumps operate completely on alcuslp bearings; over 300 valves manufactured from 

alcuslp are applied In trades. In gas and repair-assembly shops. 

Field of application of alcuslp in Azerbaidzhán Republic, as is covered by 

'Tec, cal economic bulletin of Azerbaidzhán Sovnarkhoz (Baku, i960, March, No. 3) 

is expanded all the time. After only one year, as a result of use of alcuslp, 

economic effect composed 60 thousand rubles for petroleum production administration 

(NPU) of "Ordzhonikidze oil." 

In the Novocherkassk electric locomotive building plant, from alcuslp there 

were manufactured inserts for motor-axle bearings of electric motors of electric 

locomotives, which earlier were prepared from BI6 babbitt. Here there is applied 

alcuslp for inserts and bushingL of latne and grinding machines. From alcuslp 

there are made nuts of actuating screw of turret lathe without splines, nuts of 

actuating screw of turret lath^ with splines, bushings of shears, bushings of 
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Alcusip instead of bronze was tested for the first time with positive results 

and applied in orotuKansh repair plant of mountain-concentrating equipment in 

earing bushings of lower rollers of S-80 tractors, where it was used to replace 

expensive sharply deficient high-tin bronzes Br. 010, Br. OTslO-2, and Br. 0Ts8-4 

Due to high antifriction prooerties, alcusip can be applied instead of bronze 

for various kinds of bushings and strongly loaded parts operating in heavy 

conditions and subjected to Intense wear. This antifriction alioy, possessing 

good foundry properties, permits its usage for light, average, and large shaped 

casting even in instrument-maklng. However, this question requires further study. 

Alcusip-2, by possessing porosity with best antifriction and mechanical 

properties, can replace the following pseudo alloysj 

1) antifriction cermet based on iron with porosity 20-25*¡ 

2) the same with copper base; 

3) iron graphite with posority 20-3056; 

^) bronze graphite with porosity 18-20#, 

Bearings from alcusip-2 are characterized by following data; 

1) 50-60 HB hardness gives possibility to apply bearings for hardened and 

non-hardened shaftsj 

2) properties of bearings based on aluminum are not changed during heating up 

to 200°C; 

3) coefficient of expansion is the same as for standard east bearings; 

A) coefficient of friction with abundant lubricant is less than for bearings 

from cast tin bronze; coefficient of friction drops with increase of load on 

bearings; 

5) wear Is less, since dry friction Is absent; 
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factor can vary from 0.20, 0.10, to 0.076. 

However, there were such experimental meltings in this plant, which gave 

unsatisfactory results - sometimes ingots were obtained nonuniform with respect 

to chemical composition and with great liquation of lead. ' 

Presence of positive and negative results of production and application of 

alcusip in industry Indicates that with further Introduction of alcusip into 

industry much scientific, research, and experimental worK is still required, which 

it is necessary to continue on the jobs. Testing of alcusip-2 is conducted in 

Leningrad plant "Krasnyy Treugol-nlK," where it is applied in bushings of shafts 

of bearings of small-size rollers. 

Besides, porous alcuslp-2 starts to find application in instrument manufacture 

and in mechanisms of precision mechanics. So, Leningrad Scientific Research 

Institute (Nil) of polymer!zational plastics tests porous alcusip for stuffing 

box seals of reducing gears and in particular reducers of colloidal mills. 
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Fig. 10. Alcusip inserts in support 
hinges. 

working with specific pressure 

500 kg/cm2, the author made 

calculated and experimental work, 

basic results of which are expounded 

below. 

Support-revolving hinges of 

segment or sector gates, made from 

alcusip, can work in conditions: 

1) large loads, prolonged with 

respect to time and of vibrational 

character; 

2) environment - air of 

considerable humidity with temperature 

gradient from -40° to +40°C; 

3) insignificant angle of rotation (less than 90°); 

4) extremely low speeds on conjugated surfaces of friction; 

5) thick lubricant under pressure. 

Support hinges of these locks experience extremely high pressures, magnitude 

of which attains 1500 t, and diameter of axis of hinge is 500-600 ram. 

Total load on two legs of segment composes 2520 t, consequently, on each 

bearing of 420 mm diameter (see Fig. 10) there occurs force 

/» I* 3580 -, a g jo 

and on each support of 530 mm diameter - 

2630 0- Y - = 1260 r 

Maximum specific pressure in bushing 

I2600UU I ¿eouno _ 2 
t~~?TmmmW55- " ^42o kg/cm . 

Speed on surface of friction is 1 mnv/sec. Duration of turn of lock by 50° is 

4 minutes. Duration of cycle (raising + lowering) is 8 minut i. Hypothetical 

condition; quantity of cycles per twenty-four hours; 1. Quantity of cycles 

per year: 300, Character of load is constant both during movement and stationary. 

Temperature gradient is from -5° to +40°C. Work is outside water, but in 

conditions of strong humidity, air medium is contaminated (sporadically) by 

abrasives (sand storms). 
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Installation of antifriction bearings having large dimensions in support hinge, 

weights the construction and increases its dimensions. Check, repair, and 

replacement of antifriction bearings are extremely difficult alsoj therefore, 

application of alcuslp inserts exceptionally rational and economical. Replacement 

antifriction bearings by sliding bearings from alcuslp monometallic inserts 

will also lower weight of entire construction, will facilitate operation and 

repair. Application of alcuslp bushings in exchange for bushings from DSP wood 

or on running wheels of gates in exchange for antifriction bearings la especially 

rational, since Installation of antifriction bearings requires surmounting of a 

number of difficulties of structural order. 

Running wheel of working gate (Pig. 11) with 

1200 mm diameter will operate in water. Load on 

wheel is 115 t. 

Then we obtain specific pressure on bushing 

/,= -^-lU0OO^27& kg/cm2_ 

Fifty percent overload is possible, then specific 

pressure 

P~ —5FT0“~ " ^ kg/cm . 

Rate of slip on surface of friction is 0.015 n/sec. 

Operating conditions of running wheels of gates 

are assigned the pursue following technical 

requirements: 

1) environment - water with possible inclusion 

of abrasive particles and air (when gate is lifted 

above water) with temperature gradient from +40° 

to -4o°c. At lower temperatures the gate does not 

work and support carriages can be covered with ice; 

2) character of load - constant with stationary 

gate (pressure of water) and variable during its 

movement; possibility of vibration ;ta not excluded; 

3) operating conditions of gates in overwhelming majority - sporadic, with 

the exception of ship passing facility, where there is produced up to JO cycles of 

locking in twenty-four hours. 

Fig. il, Alcuslp bushing 
in running whell of 
working gate. 1 - alcuslp 
bushing; 2 - washer; J — 
ring; 4 - wheel; 5 - axis. 
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It Is possible to use alcusip for all supports which are now more often made 

on antifriction bearings. By applying alcusip, we thereby will replace rolling 

friction by sliding friction, inasmuch as alcusip possesses small coefficient of 

friction. It works well in transmissions with from 75 to 1500 rpm reducing gears 

and with transmissions with smaller rpm, made oren on antifriction bearings or 

sliding bearings. 

Alcusip instead of bronzes is freely substituted in sliding bearings DSP or 

bronze Br. AZh9-4, and also antifriction cast iron applied at low specific 

pressures. 

Alcusip instead of bronzes satisfies all technical requirements with respect 

to allowed specific pressures, peripheral speeds on surface of friction, and 

efficiency, which do not emerge from norms of general machine building permitted 

for bearings with bronze inserts and bushings. 

Alcusip instead of bronzes will cover allowed specific pressures assigned for 

DSP in following dimensions: 

500 kg/cm2 

150 kg/cm2 

400 kg/cm2 

Bushings of blocks, drums, Journal boxes 

Intermediate shafts 

Hinges with relative tum 36O0 

Alcusip permits increasing the life of separate units of mechanisms, particularly 

sliding bearings, on the average of 2 times thanks to sharply lowered coefficient 

of friction. 

Alcusip can be applied both in high speed closed gears and in open gears with 

low rpm up to 100 rpm and diameter of journals under supports 6O-80 mm. 

Air medium surrounding bearing with temperature gradient from -40° to +40°^ 

considerable humidity with possible penetration of bearing shell by atmospheric 

precipitation in the form of snow and rain, and also dust penetration are totally 

permissible for alcusip, especially as alcusip does not change its properties in 

temperature range from -65° to +200°C. 

General technical requirements presented to alcusip in units of hydromechanical 

equipment are also easily feasible with respect to all positions, namely: 

1) for bearings of mechanism drives alcusip will be suitable not only 

because it will be equivalent to bronze of brand Br. AZh9-4 with more optimum 

antifriction properties inherent to it, resistance to wear, fitting ability. 
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plasticity, mechanical strength, corrosion-resistance, and fatigue strength, tout 

also because it will possess great efficiency; 

2) where shaft and axis are made of torand St. 45 steel, alcusip will also 

work well; coefficient of sliding friction will not sharply differ from that of 

static friction; 

3) alcusip of all brands possesses good anticorrosive properties; therefore, 

work of alcusip parts is freely allowed even in water; 

4) alcusip-1 and alcusip-2 can also be applied for support-undercarriages with 

diameter of axes from 100 to 250 mm, reverse and side wheels with diameter of axer 

from 50 to 100 mm, flat gates, experimental-revolving hinges, segment and sector 

gates with diameter of axes up to 600 mm, and undercarriages of roll away gates 

with diameter of axes up to 250 mm. 

According to technical requirements imposed on alcusip utilized in mechanical 

equipment of hydrotechnical installalions at large specific pressures, and also 

for the purpose of preservation of minimum coefficient of friction, taking into 

account possible inferior conditions of lubricant without scoring of metal between 

rubbing surfaces, the author conducted experimental work on manifestation of 

efficiency of alcusip, results of which are brought forth in Table 12. 

Table 12. 
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By experimental data the dependence of change of coefficient of friction f on 

specific pressure p was established; for solid alcusip working without lubricant 





At the same time, after operation of first ZIL-1P0 auto engines In which alouslp 

Inserts of connecting rod and main bearings were used. It was established that 

insignificant Increase of Iron sharply Increases wear of shaft. Therefore, 

subsequently during all meltings the author considered and considers Iron In alcusip 

instead of B83 as an undesirable Impurity and allows it only in virtue of necessity 

during charge preparation or at special singular requirements for instance when 

mechanics and fitters request to manufacture alcusip inserts that are well 

resiling during assembly of engines. 

It was also established that maximum copper content in alcusip should not be 

more than 5-5.5*. since greater content of it worsens antifriction properties of 

alloy and may cause break of oil layer during operation in elevated temperature 

range, 

Mechanical properties of first samples of alcusip, showing positive results 

during tests of ZIL-150 trucks are given in Table 14, 

Meoh?«lGal Properties of Alcusip with 
Chemical Composition: A1 - 91.5*: Cu - 3.0*: 

Hardness P6 ~ S1 ~ 0,2,6 wUh Dlfferent 
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Î 
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147,00 

158,40 

161.50 

109.50 

50 

50 

50 

.50 

.50 

54 

53.1 

50.5 

58,0 

584 

4.0 
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6.5 

8.0 

04 

j T« m por ary 
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2300 
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14,« 
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14 I 

13.6 

I 
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8 41 

6.8 j 40.14 

13 j 37,2 

16 I 35.» 

12.6 1 37,2 
i 

1Break of sample for nonstandard mark. 

As fluxes during experimental meltings of alcusip, in Dal»stroya in 1948-1950 

the author tested F-l, F-3, VIAM-5* Na^CO^, NaOH, NaCl, and K^CO-j. 

Application of potash as flux gave the best results, namely: alcusip was 

not only cleaned from slag and dirt, but was obtained softer with lowering of 

hardness to 8 KB. 

Thus, for creation of conditions of formation of eutectic alloy Pb-Al, for 

its purilication, and also for lowering hardness of porous alcusip potash is 

applied in quantity from 2 to 5% of weight of charge. 

Porosity of alcusip will be formed at the expense of separation of carbon 
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dioxide, aince during heating of potash its thermal dissociation starts to occur. 

It was established that the biggest mass of alloy hardens in temperature 

range 623-621 C; in this range there also occurs beginning of formation of solid 

eutectic solution with Jts subsequent completion at 5^5-540oCa 

With different v» ns of chemical composition of alcusip, some deviations 

from above mentioned h .rdening temperatures of alloy »fill be obtained. 

During operation of first trucks with alcusip Inserts its microporosity was 

regulated as a rule by dosages of potash that were 3* of overall weight of charge, 

which made alcusip porous according to 3rd class of standard scale of porosity. 

During comparative running tests of ZIL-150 trucks It was established that from 

the point of view of microwear of main and connecting rod journals of shaft, 

identical results turned out after the following runs: trucks ZIL-150 with inserts 

from B83 passed 22 thousand km, with inserts from solid alcusip - 34 thousand km, 

with inserts from porous alcusip — 42 thousand km. 

First performance tests of alcusip instead of bronze Br. 0F10-1 were conducted 

by the author in 1951 in Protukan repair plant of mining-concentrating equipment. 

Here from alcusip there were cast bearing bushings on lower rollers of S-8o 

tractors of the following chemical composition: A1 - 92-9356, Cu — 5-5i<, 

Fe - 0,5-0.6#, Si - 0.4-0.55Í, Fb - 1.0-1.55Í. 

Before assembly of machined bushings, manufactured without any changes on 

plant drawing, we checked mechanical properties of alcusip, which turned out to be 

the following: 1) ultimate tensile strength 22 kg/mm2¡ 2) elongation per unit 

length - 656; 3) Brinell hardness - 50-60. 

Allowances on free dimensions, play of butt surface, conditions finishing after 

pressing were identical to bushings from Br. 0F10-1, with the exception of 

insignificant increase of gaps. 

Performance tests passed successfully and later alcusip instead of bronze 

began to be applied in other frictional parts and in wider scales than alcusip 

instead of babbitt. 

Influence of heating on resilience and hardness of alcusip, given in Tables 

15 and 16 according to Novocherkassk electric locomotive building plant, shows that 

physical-mechanical properties of alcusip scarcely change during heating to 200°C. 



Table 15. Influence of Heating on 
Resilience of Alcusip 
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Conclusions 

Work of connecting rod inserts of crankshaft bearings of automotive engines 

occurs in extremely heavy conditions, caused by presence of forces of inertia and 

dynamic loads, acting both on bearings and on their Inserts. With respect to 

conditions of operation, automotive engines also work in heavy conditions, 'merefore, 

by showing good results in process of tests of motor vehicles on bad roads, it is 

favorable to apply alcusip as a substitute for high-tin babbitt B8} and B90. This 

material is cheaper thän sharply deficient tin bronzes and babbitts of other brands. 

Alcusip, as an antifriction alloy, can Improve its antifriction properties 

if its structure will consist of comparatively soft inclusions of defined dimensions 

and in a specific quantity, evenly scattered in a relatively harder base. 

Introduction of potash in quantity 1-5# permits obtaining equal distribution 

of lead in" aluminum base. Besides, with increase of Introduction of potash, lead 

is adopted in alcusip in greater quantity. Articles from alcusip not only have 

capillary paths, along which lubricating oil penetrates, decreasing friction in 

bearings, but also possess porosity, due to which inserts from this alloy receive 

properties of reticular bearings. 

It is necessary to consider that during operation of engines in which inserts 

from solid alcusip are applied, more abundant lubricant is needed. 

Lead entering alcusip in the form of fine inclusions with the absence of 

lubricant is a unique additional lubricating substance. 

Alcusip-2 (in exchange for bronzes) is not only simpler with respect to foundry 

technology, but also can be prepared with sharply Increased mechanical properties, 

which was confirmed during manufacture ot bearing bushings of lower rollers of S-80 

tractor instead of bronze 0F1O-1 (Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12. Alcuslp bearing bushing of lower 
rollers of S-80 tractor. 

Additions of titanium in alcuslp even in small quantities on the order of 

0.05-0,1# improvs its raech/ Meal and technological properties. 

Alcusip with titanium content from 0.2 to 1# represents not only good 

antifriction, but also qualitative structural material with high mechanical properties 

with ultimate tensile strength from 25-30 kg/mm£ and compression strength 

1500-2000 kg/cm2. 

Titanium is introduced into alcusip in the form of aluminum-titanium alloy 

of the following chemical compositions titanium 2-4#, aluminum 98-96#. 

It is necessary to prepare master alloy aluminum - titanium in graphite 

crucibles in a high-frequency Induction furnace, and not to melt in iron and cast- 

iron crucibles in avoidance of its saturation by iron. Even for stirring of liquid 

alloy it is necessary to take only graphite mixers. 

For charge preparation there is applied spongy titanium of brand TR-1 and 

aluminum of brand A00. 

Spongy titanium is introduced after melting of aluminum and bringing 

temperature of liquid metal to 1250°C. To avoid ejection of metal titanium is 

introduced by separate portions of 50 g, which are preliminarily turned Into 

aluminum foil, pressed, and heated to 200°C. 

After melting of entire charge the alloy is thoroughly stirred, brought up 

to 900 C, and then poured into chill molds. Obtained ingots of aluminum-titanium 

master alloy are remelted a second time with heating up to 900°C and with 

refining by manganese chloride, which is preliminarily dried at i00-120°C. Then 

the alloy is poured into shallow casting molds or chill molds with preliminary 

cleansing of alloy from slag. 
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without application of cutters with tips from hard alloys. 

Alcusip is a good^substitute for any antifriction bronzes and brasses and can 

find application in machine building and instrument manufacture thanks to low 

coefficient of friction. 

Alcusip, as an antifriction material, also finds application in hydrotechnical 

installations as bearing supports, where large specific pressures are encountered? 

thus, for example, bushings of blocks, drums, journal boxes experience specific 

pressure 300 kg/cm2; intermediate shafts - up to 150 k*?/cm?; hinges with relative 

rotation 360°-400 kg/cm? and with speeds fluctuating from 0,02 to 2.4 ny'sec 

experience pressure up to 400 kg/cm . 

At the same time, alcusip in units of hydromechanical equipment should work 

in conditions of great wear resistance, good fitting, proper plasticity and 

mechanical strength, corrosion-resistance, and assigned fatigue strength. 

Efficiency of bearings is determined by necessity of tolerance of maximum 

specific pressures while maintaining minimum coefficient of friction and calculation 

of possible inferior conditions of lubrication without scoring of metal between 

rubbing surfaces. Besides, for production of technological-economical effect 

during application of alcusip it is required to have maximums of pressures 

500 kg/cm2 with negative sliding speeds, close to zero. 

Alcusip can have solid castings (without potash) in those cases when it is 

applied as a structural material, especially in instrument making, for manufacture 

of almost all parts of instruments from plates to small pinions. 

Markability of alcusip is established depending upon technical conditions, 

on which also depends manufacture of alcusip without its treatment by potash. 

In distinction from producing alcusip with high percentage of lead 5-5.5^» 

presenting great difficulty, producing it in castings of 15-20 mm thickness when 

casting in chill mold, casting of alcusip instead of bronze does not present 

difficulties under any technical conditions, since it, as an alloy with smaller 

lead content, is obtained uniform during the most elementary foundry technology. 

However, in all cases for the purpose of obtaining a more uniform alloy with 

respect to lead, one should not pour it into Intensely heated chill molds, but 

pour into cold molds with possibly good mixing in ladle with rapid cooling and 

fast knockout of castings from molds. 



Comparative data of physical-mechanical properties of alcusip-2 (instead of 

bronce) and bronces are shown in Table 17. 

Brands of 
bronzes 

Ultimate 
tensile 
Strength, 

kg/ram^ 

Elongation 
per unit 
length, # 

Prinell 
hardness 

4.« « U-l Wit 

Linear 
çnrinkage, 

VIJZ.C auu ft.Ll.UH 

Coefficient 
of friction 
with 
lubricant 

Specific 
gravity, 

g/cn? 

Br. 0.10 . . . 

Br. OTs-2 . . . 

Br. OTs-4 . . . 

Alcuslp instead 
of bronze . . 

20-25 

20-25 

20-25 

22-28 

3-10 

2-10 

4-15 

6-12 

70-80 

80-90 

75-85 

50-60 

1.28 

1.45-1.50 

1.54 

1.5-1.8 

0.0056 

0.006 

0.008 

0.005-0.0055 

8.8 

8.8 

8.78 

2.8 

Introduction of alcuslp will give the people's economy considerable savings, 

calculated on many tons of sharply deficient tin and millions of rubles. 
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of antifriction cast iron of different brands. 

It ia well-known that for certain bearings there are applied high-quality 

gray cast irons with pearlite base and raised content of free graphite. Graphite 

is a lubricant and simultaneously absorbs lubricant itself, thus lowering 

coefficient of friction between journal of shaft and \mll of bearings. 

Besides gray cast iron, nalleable and high-strength cast irons are applied 

for bearings. 

Antifriction cast irons should satisfy the same requirements as other 

antifriction alloys. 

Antifriction properties of cast iron to a considerable degree cause the 

presence of free carbon (graphite) in mass of metal; therefore, with respect to 

lubricant metal becomes porous to a certain degree. 

Figure shows different forms of separation of Graphite. 

Ferritic gray cast iron is the softest of all antifriction cast irons and 

therefore is easier fitted to journal of shaft. It possesses low wear-resistance 

and is applied in those cases when 
|yj| 

Is of shaft have low hardness. 

Pearlitic gray cast iron is applied when journals of shafts possess great 

hardness due to hardening. This cast iron is used for manufacture of bushings 

of lathes, planers, drills, milling machines, roller tables, electric motors, 

and other various equipment. 



Fig. 15. Microstructure of cast iron with 
different form of graphite; a) laminar; b) flaky. 

Ferritic malleable cast iron possesses good fittabillty, high strength, and 

ductility. Its propertias are better than ferritic gray cast iron, but its wear- 

resistance and hardness are insignificant. Specific load during operation should 

not exceed 40 kg/cm2 at speeds 1-1.5 m/sec. 

Pearlitic malleable cast iron possesses high mechanical properties. Due to 

its high hardness it is more difficult to fit to journals of shaft than ferritic 

malleable cast iron and therefore requires more thorough bench running before 

putting Into operation. 

Pearlitic-ferritic malleable cast Iron is considerably more wear-resisting 

than ferritic malleable cast iron. In operation it allows specific pressure up to 

60 kg/cm at sliding speeds not exceeding 2-3 m/sec. 

Chemical composition and mechanical properties of antifriction cast iron are 

shown in Table 18. 

Majority of parts from antifriction cast iron are bushings and inserts for 

bearings. During the last few years there were established several brands of 

bearing cast iron; namely: cast iron with laminar graphite (gray antifriction cast 

Iron); cast iron with graphite in the form of temper carbon (malleable cast iron); 

cast iron with spheroidal graphite (high-strength cast Iron). 

IS 
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Table iQ. Chemical Composition of Antifriction Caat Irons 

pMrtitio «r«ky 
oast iron Ta3 | .'1,2—<'W» 
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malUnbla east 
vron ♦ . , . , 

Psarlitio 
aallsabU east 
iron. 

Poarlitle-fer- 
ritió MllsabU 
cast iron • . , 

Cast iron with laminar graphite is subdivided in turn into brands: 

a) chrome-nickel pearlitic class SChTs-? (All-Union Government Standard 

1585-57); 

b) chrome-nickel pearlitic class, additionally alloyed with copper and 

aluminum SChP-1 (All-Union Government Standard 1585-57): 

c) titanium-copper. 

Antifriction malleable cast iron Is subdivided in the following manner: 

a) pearlitic and pearlitic-ferritlc malleable cast iron (unalloyed); 

b) copper malleable cast iron; 

c) titanium-manganeese malleable cast iron. 

For successful use of antifriction cast irons of all types in bearings, 

reliable lubricant, precise machining, and thorough assembling are required. 

An important distinctive feature of cast iron as antifriction material Is 

prolonged fittability, requiring application of special measures, for example, 

running in of parts under Idling or eased conditions. 

Good results are given by special lubricants for running In, etching of 

surface, and covering of surface of cast iron bearing by plastic metals. 
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In practice because of roughness of rubbing surfaces, contact occurs only 

in a small number of points, on which all the pressure is transmitted, in 

consequence of which wear and friction become excessive. Therefore, plastic 

materials are desirable which under pressure can take the form of projection and 

increase contact surface area. 

Porosity of antifriction material, including porosity of antifriction cast 

iron, ensuring rational and full heat exchange of lubricant by means of seepage 

of oil through pores, are necessary qualities of good antifriction alloy. 

On the basis of what was said, antifriction, porous, high-strength cast iron 

was proposed. JJ 1 i 

For formation of pores and Improvement of antifriction properties of cast 

iron, lead and potash were applied 

Antifriction porous cast iron has following chemical composition: 

Co6mtt - 2.2-2.0¾. SI - 3-1)¾. Mn - 0.2-0.4¾. P - 0.5-1¾. S - up to 0.12¾. 

Pb - 0.5-1¾. 

Melting of cast iron is produced in usual cupola furnaces. Other melting units 

ensuring the most reliably assigned chemical composition can be used. Preparation 

of charge on assigned chemical composition of porous antifriction cast iron is 

conducted similar to that of standard cast iron. During calculation of charge, 

gray and mottled cast iron with addition of 10-20# steel scrap should be taken for 

a base. 

Regarding phosphorus and lead, they are introduced in ladle with liquid 

metal before filling of molds. Besides, metal is treated in ladle with potash 

Thus, for each 100 kilograms of liquid melted cast iron during charge 

preparation there should bej 

1) phosphorus 0.5-1 kilogram (with increase for waste); 

2) lead 1-2 kilograms, i.e., 2 times more than assigned with respect to 

chemical composition, proceeding from calculation of its intense burning out and 

evaporation; 

5) potash 0.5 kg in heated powdery form. 

In view of the fact that potash is introduced in ladle before the actual 

filling of molds, it is necessary to preliminarily suspend It with respect to 

quantity for each ladle and with help of foundry "bells” (copes) to lower to 

bottom of ladle. 
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In runner of cupola furnace It is desirable to have temperature of metal 

1370-1380°C 

Immediately after withdrawal of cast iron, phosphorus, which is thoroughly 

mixed, is loaded into ladle, then after some standing slag is removed from 

surface of ladle and ladle with metal is transported to pouring place. 

Before the actual filling of molds, into ladle there are introduced cut 

pieces of lead, which are mixed together with hot cast iron, and the finished 

metal is poured into molds. 

Entire further process of foundry technology (knockout of molds, cleaning, 

and fettling of castings) is produced by usually accepted methods. 

19. Heat Treatment of Antifriction Porous Cast Iron 

at treatment of antifriction porous cast iron CAPCh is produced 
- 

depending upon what microstructure there should be with respect tc technical 

conditions of usage of parts. 

Thus, with necessity to have a perlitic structure with ferrite content 

not more than APCh is subjected to normalization, and for production of 

ferritic-pearlitic structure APCh Is subjected to annealing. 

Normalization gives APCh a fine-grained structure that is uniform for a given 

batch of parts, since during normalization pearlite obtains a thin fine-grained 

structure. 

Cooling of parts from APCh after heating and holding during normalization 

is produced in air. 

Despite the fact that at present normalization is more widely spread in 

machine building than annealing, since it is a much more productive operation, 

requires smaller industrial areas, less equipment and manpower, in production of 

small parts of bushings and inserts from antifriction porous cast iron one should 

issue preference to annealing of these parts. 

During heat treatment of castings from antifriction porous cast ire t it was 

accepted to produce their annealing in sand, where microstructure of castings was 

obtained uniform over entire section. Pearlite-graphite, antifriction, porous 

cast iron possesses high mechanical properties and w*ar-resistance and at the 

same time is machined well by a cutting tool, especially in cases of fine-laminar 

structure of pearlite and fine graphite separations. 

Besides, during annealing there is an increase of diameter of pores of cast 



iron from i.0-1.25 mm to 1.5-1.75 nan. 

Heat treatment - annealing in sand of castings from antifriction porous 

cast iron is produced under following conditions. 

1. Castings after their fettling and cleaning are packed into iron boxes, 

poured over with dry sifted silica sand, and loaded into special furnace for 

annea. ng. 

2. During first 2-** hours there occurs heating of castings loaded in furnace 

to 850-900°C. 

3. In subsequent 12-16 hours at constant temperature 850-900°C there 

occurs annealing of cast iron. 

h. Then castings in boxes are cooled together with furnace to room 

temperature. 

After cooling castings are cleaned and sent for machining. . 

Thermal condition of annealing of castings from antifriction porous cast 

iron can be represented by curve (Fig. i4). 

In the given diagram, curve abed, illustrating change of temperature in 

time, is constructed by theoretical method, since quantity of hours required for 

he ting, annealing, and cooling will be changed depending upon size and weight of 

castings. Cooling of castings should be conducted as slow as possible. 

Temperature of annealing can be Increased for the purpose of acceleration of 

heat treatment process; however, it is necessary to consider that during high- 

temperature annealing a ferritic structure of cast iron Is obtained, lowering 

wear-resistance and mechanical 

*> 20 2* ta 32 
TIm, hours 

properties of APCh. 

Annealing of parts from 

APCh during mass production can 

be produced in ordinary compartment- 

type furnaces, furnaces of 

continuous action with protective 

Fig. 1^. Curve of annealing of parts from 
antifriction porous cast iron. 

atmosphere, and also in electric 

furnaces. 

In furnaces with protective atmosphere APCh castings cûn be annealed 

without packing and filling with sand, which permits reducing duration of 

annealing and decreasing fuel consumption. 
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7. After running in of bußhingß, it iß neceaßary to change lubricant for 

removal of mechanical impuritieB formed in running in proceas. 

Connecting rod bearings, in view of especially heavy conditions of their 

operation at sharply variable loada of crankshaft, should not be assembled on 

bushings or inserts from antifriction porous cast iron, since this creates 

premature wear of expensive shaft and possible scoring during operation. 

21. Physical-Mechanical Propertlr-a and Metallographie 
Peculiarities of Antifriction frbrous 

Cast Iron 

Properties and quality of APCh are characterized by following datai 

Specific gravity 

Diameter of pores 

Temporary breaking strength 

Brlnell H vdness . 

Coefficient of friction with lubricant . . 0.004-0.005 

Microstructure Pearlltic-ferritic, 
pearlitic, and 
pearlitic-graphite. 

Table 20 shows hardness of APCh as compared to hardness of other antifriction 

cast irons. Hardness is one of the basic additional control factors for 

evaluation of qualities of raicrostructure and also operational qualities of 

antifriction materials. 

Analysis of given table shows that APCh possesses lowered hardness as 

compared to other antifriction cast irons. 

Another nc less important factor of porous cast iron, as any antifriction 

material, especially from the point of view of its operating conditions, is 

intensity of work of bearings, determined, as it is known, by magnitude of 

specific load and peripheral speed. 

Permissible specific pressures and speeds for different brands of 

antifriction cast iron are selected by Fig. 15. 

On the figure curve 1 corresponds to SChTs-l and SChTs-2} 2) 

titanium-copper; 3) with spheroidal graphite and unalloyed malleable cast iron; 

4) antifriction porous cast iron. 

Thus, from the point of view of permissible specific pressures and speeds 

APCh can be applied in all units of friction, including parte subjected to heating 





piping . .' 

Fig. 16, Micrestructure of pearlitic cast irons, 

A flaw of microstructure of finished parts from APCh is presence of 

cementite - it leads to raised hardness and brittleness, and is due to insufficient 

annealing or a raised content of manganese in cast iron. Presence of laminar 

graphite also worsens microstructure of APCh. 

If parts from APCh have to be subjected to sharp abrasion in operation, 

pearlitic structure on surface of APCh is extremely useful since it increases 

wear-resistance of cast iron. 
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Fig, IT, Micrestructure of pearlitic antifriction 
porous cast Iron, 

APCh with fine separations of laminar graphite, structure of thin sorbltic 

pearllte (Fig, IT), and raised hardness resists wear well, and therefore can be 

applied as antifriction material for sliding bearings. However, it is 

necessary to consider that plates of graphite may cause chipping of metallic 

base of cast iron and its destruction under friction. In this respect APCh 

with spheroidal graphite possesses best antifriction properties, since by virtue 
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of spherical form of graphite It scarcely bothers metallic base of cast Iron. 

Therefore, modification of antifriction porous cast Iron by magnesium Is a 

problem of paramount Importance. It Is necessary to note that It Is possible 

to give desirable porosity to any kinds of antifriction cast Iron by means of 

introduction of potash. 

22. Field of Application of Antifriction Porous 
cast Iron - 

With respect to its antifriction and operational qualities, APCh is 

designed primarily for replacement of sharply deficient and expensive tin bronzes. 

Table 21 contains a list of operation tested parts from antifriction porous 

cast iron applied instead of other materials with indication of character of load. 

i 

Designation of machine 

S-8o tractor 

ZIL-150 and ZIL-5 
automibles 

Gear milling machine 

Machine for cutting level 
pinions 

Cam press 

Grinding machine 

Forging machine 

Name of part 

Roller bushing 

Main bearing (Insert) 

Bushing 

The same 

Connecting rod bushing 

The same 

Insert of cam of 
transverse slider 

Material of 
replaceable 
part 

Br 0TSS6-6-3 

B83 

Br.OF10-1 

Br.0F10-15 

Br.0Fi0-0.5 
Br.OF10-0.5 
Br.OFlO-0.5 

Character 
of load 

Impact 

The same 

Gentle 

The same 

The same 

The same 

The same 

During manufacture of bearings from antifriction porous cast iron instead 

of bronze, it is necessary to ensure proper machining, gaps, and their thorough 

assembling. Besides, it is necessary to consider such elements of operating 

conditions as specific pressure, speed, conditions of lubricant, and state of 

conjugated part. 

Antifriction porous cast iron, along with other anti-fiction cast irons, can 

find application In following machines and mechanisms 

1) lathes, milling, worm cutting, grinding, sharpening, drilling, and 

slotting machines; 

2) hammers, presses, and other forging and pressing equipment; 

hers, rollers, ball mills); 3) crushing equipment (runners, c 



hydraulic mechanisms, railroads, excavators, winches, electric locomotives); 

5) mechanisms and undercarriage of tractors; 

6) steam turbines, pumps, and compressors; 

7) In mining and metallurgical Industry. 

APCh along with other described porous alloys can replace cermet antifriction 

materials during manufacture of sliding bearings. 

Quality of contact surface of insert from APCh for Journal of shaft Is 

determined by color and is measured by number of spots on 1 cnf of surface. With 

precise scraping there should be not less than 10 spots on 1 cm2, during rough 

scraping 3-5 spots on the name area. 

APCh, by possessing lowered hardness as compared to other antifriction 

cast Iron, is scraped well and can go for manufacture of inserts. 

Application of antifriction porous cast iron in the form of cast bushings 

or inserts will sharply expand region of its use in machines and mechanisms both 

during gentle and impact loads. 

Preliminary Inferences 

Method of production of antifriction cast iron for the purpose of increase 

of its antifriction properties by means of introduction of up to 10# lead is 

known by author's certificate No. 64138 on class 18,1/20, issued to H. H. Sirot 

on order No. 85/322661 from 9 Aug 1943. However, it did not receive practical 

application till now. 

Increase of antifriction properties of APCh (author's requisition No. 

558054/22, registered by Committee on matters of inventions and discoveries 

attached to the Council of Ministers of USSR, 28 September I956, class 18, subclass 

d, group 1/20) occurs mainly due to its microstructure, porosity, heat treatment, 

and insignificant introduction of lead. The most desirable Is a pearlitic 

structure and pearlitlc-ferritlc with pearlite content not more than 153*. 

If till now such additions as NagCO^, BaCO^, and CaCO^ were applied only 

for the purpose of desulfurization of cast iron, in production of APCh its 

treatment by potash is intended primarily for obtaining its porosity. 

Recently in units of friction in machines, antifriction cast irons of 

different brands find application for replacement of bronze. » 

However, they cannot completely replace tin bronzes since they are 



applicable only during gentle .load and in restricted limits of pressure and 

peripheral speed. 

With peripheral speed not exceeding 0.25 m/sec, bushings from antifriction 

cast iron can work at specific pressure 400-450 kg/cm2, and with increase of 

speed to 1 and 5 m/sec pressure should be lowered to 100-120 and to 20 kg/cm2. 

Good antifriction material in addition to low coefficient of friction and 

sufficient strength should have proper porosity, ensuring seepage of lubricant. 

There is developed a method of manufacture of antifriction porous cast 

by means of introduction of lead into it and its treatment by potash. Chemical 

composition and conditions of heat treatment of such cast iron are selected with 

calculation of production of sufficient porosity and antifriction ability, high 

APCh began to be applied also for worm pinions in low-speed transmissions with 

the most viscous lubricant at which losses of power on stirring and spraying of 

oil are not too great, and also for replacement of aluminum bronzes and even low- 

tin babbitt. 

Physical and technical properties of antifriction porous cast iron are 

characterized by following data: specific gravity 7,1-7.15 g/cnr5; ultimate 
o p 

tensile strength 40-50 kg/mm ; hardness HB - 100-120 kg/cm ; coefficient of 

friction with lubricant 0,004-0.005. 

Field of application of APCh is wider than that of known antifriction cast 

irons, characterized by following data: 

Specific pressure . . BO; 40; 32; 24j 20 kg/cm2 

Peripheral speed. . . 0.1; 0.5; 1.0; 1.0; 2.5 m/sec 

8; 20; 32; 48; 50 kg-m/cm2,sec. Efficiency 

Hardness of shaft or another surface operating in conjunction with APCh 

should always be considerably higher than the latter. It is possible to also 

apply steel bushings poured with APCh by centrifugal method, which is hardly 

economical however. Monometallic inserts from APCh alone, without any base, is 

preferable. 
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Conelusion 

Among antifriction materials, alloys based on iron and aluminum occupy an 

even greater place. Cast iron and aluminum satisfy in the very best manner ever 

increasing requirements of designers in obtaining necessary mechanical properties 

lightening weight of parts, and also of technologists in their tendency to 

apply metals that are machined well by cutting tool with good foundry qualities. 

At the same time ever increasing speeds o. machines and mechanisms with 

growing loads and specific pressures place questions of temperature condition 

of work of bearings first. 

Cermet pseudo alloys, along with positive factors, possess less strength as 

compared to cast alloys. Besides, they require expensive pressing equipment and 

dies, especially for large parts. 

In light of everything presented, it is posslbl< to say that among bearing 

alloys, which include babbitt (tin, lead, and aluminum), bronze (tin, lead-tin, 

and lead), powder pseudoalloys from iron or bronze powders with graphite, 

antifriction porous alloys described by us, (alcusip and antifriction porous 

cast iron) can find application primarily as bushings and inserts in units of 

friction of machines and mechanisms. Application of alcusip in a wider scale 

requires further study. 

Antifriction porous alloys based on aluminum and iron not only are 

substitutes of above-enumerated alloys, but possess beat parameters and best 

antifriction properties with lowered coefficients of friction. 

Antifriction porous alloys considered by us exclude necessity of their 

application on a steel band, since they are simpler and more economical to 

apply in the form of completely cast bushings, inserts, or shaped billets. 

Porosity of considered antifriction alloys this is such a factor that very 

favorably affects lubricant, assignment of which is not only decrease of friction 

of conjugated parts, but also removal of products of wear cooling of Journal 

and inserts, and protection of treated surfaces from corrosion. 

Practice of operation of different machines and mechanisms in which alcusip 

and antifriction porous cast Iron wer. applied, clearly confirms exclusively the 

important value of porosity of antifriction alloys. 

Manufacture of rubbing surfaces of machine parts and mechanisms from 

porous alloys practically will lead not only to decrease of forces of friction, 
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but also to Increase of Ufe of machines and mechanisms, and also to decrease of 

their weight, which will give considerable economy of means and materials to 

our People's economy. For more successful and rapid Introduction of the 

described new antifriction porous alloys, friendly combined work of designers, 

mechanics, technologists, and metallurgists of enterprises Is required. 
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